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OUTLINE

◎ Midterm 1 Topics
○ bonding, polarity, quantum mechanics...

◎ Midterm 2 Topics*
○ orbitals 

◎ New Content
◎ Q & A
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1.
CHEMICAL BONDING
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IONIC
when oppositely charged ions 
are held together by 
electrostatic forces.

TYPES OF BONDS

COVALENT
when atoms are held together by 
mutual attraction of a pair (or 
pairs) if electrons to the nuclei of 
adjacent atoms.
electrons are shared.
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ASIDE: Polarity → differential distribution of electrons between atoms



DRAWING LEWIS STRUCTURES

◎ correct number of electrons
◎ octet rule

○ expanded octets
◎ formal charges

○ FC = VE - LP - 1/2BE
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practice 1
RULES
1. arrange atoms
2. add valence electrons
3. draw single bonds
4. adjust for cations and anions
5. form additional bonds
6. rearrange for octets
7. label formal charges
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RESONANCE

◎ what is it? what is it not?
◎ resonance structures =/= isomers
◎ valid vs best vs reasonable
◎ notation
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practice 2
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OXIDATION STATE

◎ oxidation state of a free/uncombined element is zero
◎ oxidation state of ion = charge of the ion
◎ oxidation state of molecule = charge of molecule
◎ special atoms

○ H = +1
○ O = -2

exceptions...
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SHAPES
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◎ parent shape vs 
molecular shape

◎ angles
◎ wedge vs dash
◎ polarity

Apply this to P1



2.
QUANTUM 

MECHANICS
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WAVE BASICS

◎ know all characteristics of waves
◎ not shown: frequency
◎ intensity and energy of a wave are proportional to square of 

amplitude
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WAVE FUNCTIONS VS PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS
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PARTICLE IN A BOX
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ENERGY IS QUANTIZED

◎ what does this mean?
○ particle in a box, emission and absorption...

15image source: Wikipedia



3.
ELECTRONIC 
STRUCTURE
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QUANTUM NUMBERS - the mailing address

◎ principal quantum number (n) : positive integer value
○ tells you about: shell number, energy level

◎ angular momentum number (l) : integer between  0 ≤ l 
≤ n-1
○ tells you about orbital type/shape

◎ magnetic quantum number (ml) : integer between -l ≤ 
ml ≤ l
○ tells you about the number of orbitals
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SHAPES
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NODES

ANGULAR NODES RADIAL NODES
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FORMULA
n-1 = total # of nodes
l = number of angular nodes
n-1-l= number of radial nodes



practice 3
draw the radial probability 
distribution for a 6d orbital

21full walkthrough afterwards...
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PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT

◎ what is happening?
◎ changes to intensity vs frequency
◎ formula: Ekinetic = Ephoton - Ebinding
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practice 4
E(binding) = 3 x 10^8 J
E(photon) = 1.5 x 10^10 J
what is E(kinetic)?
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EMISSIONS vs ABSORPTIONS

◎ difference between emissions vs absorptions
◎ energy differences
◎ quantile nature
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practice 5
Draw the pathways that an electron 
could take as it electron relaxes from 
n=5 to n=2? 
How many emission lines are there? 
Can you draw them?
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ignore the axis number labels for this one
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Group 6 and 11 are exceptions 

Cr = [Ar] 3d(4) 4s(2)-> [Ar] 3d(5) 4s(1)
Mn =[Ar] 3d(5) 4s(2)
Fe =[Ar] 3d(6) 4s(2)
Cu =[Ar] 3d(9) 4s(2)-> [Ar] 3d(10) 4s(1)

Which of the following electron configurations is not an excited state for a neutral cu atom?  
A.  [Ar] 4s1 3d10 B.  [Ar] 4s0 3d10 C.  [Ar] 4s2 3d10 D.  [Ar] 4s2 3d9 E.  [Ar] 4s2 3d9 4p1

practice 6
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For Cations Alway remove electron from the farthest layer, 
Cu =[Ar] 3d(9) 4s(2)-> [Ar] 3d(10) 4s(1)
Cu (+)= [Ar] 3d(10)



practice 7
1) Consider the charge

( the more positive the 
smaller)

2) If the charge are similar. 
consider the group and 
periods

3)
Write the correct order of below atoms in 
order of increasing ionic radius:

 Mg2+  , K+  , Ca2+  ,  Cl−  ,  S2−
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Mg2+  <  Ca2+ <  K+ 

Cl−  <  S2−

Mg2+  < Ca 2+ <  K+  <  Cl−  <  S2− 
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Ionization energy and electron affinity
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Mg: 1s2| 2s2, 2p6| 3s2
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Valence bond theory
A valence electron is an outer shell electron that is associated with an atom, 
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practice 8
molecular orbital theory bond order

Homo vs Lumo
Bond order = 
(( Bonding)- ( Antibonding))/2
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Sum of atomic orbital= Sum of molecular orbital
Alway fill orbital from the lowest energy orbital first
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Hybridization

Always start by finding parent 
shape ( by counting electron 
domain)
Each bond or paired electron is 
one domain
E.g: both of these compounds 
have 4 electron domains>> Sp3
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Hybridization
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Hybridized orbitals 
make sigma bond

Unhybridized orbitals 
make pi bond



Practice 9
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practice 10
Each atom share 1 p orbital 

8 p orbital= 8 bonding and 
antibonding molecular orbital
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The maximum number of nodes= Number of orbitals-1=8-1=7



Thanks!
Any questions?
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